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Preface

The field of biomaterials is inherently multidisciplinary involving materials
science, physical, engineering, biological and clinical sciences. Therefore,
it is important for biomaterials researchers to understand what to and how to
characterise different biomaterials. In recent years, there are quite a few
good books published on introduction to biomaterials topic, however, no
specific book is available towards how to characterise different biomaterials.
The aim to develop this book was to focus primarily on biomaterials char-
acterisation, something that can help graduate students and biomaterials
professionals to learn specifically what techniques are good for testing
certain biomaterial properties based on applications and how to do it.
Moreover, what properties are good to test during materials development
versus which properties should be tested during device development? These
questions may be simple to some experienced biomaterials scientists, but
many times hard to find answers for others. Considering these issues, this
book is developed with specific emphasis towards characterisation of
biomaterials and biomedical devices for their physical, mechanical, surface,
in vitro and in vivo biological properties. Special attention was given
towards device level characterisation for orthopaedic and cardiovascular
implants. Chapters dealing with physical, mechanical and surface properties
of biomaterials are developed by researchers from physical and engineering
sciences. These chapters are focused on techniques that can reveal basic
properties such as atomic structures, bonding, chemical interactions, phase
identification and transformation, strength and toughness measurements, and
property measurements at the surface level. Most of these techniques are
followed by biomaterials researchers during early stage of materials devel-
opment towards certain applications. The following chapters include in vitro
and in vivo testing of biomaterials including microbial interactions and
biofilm characterisation. These levels of testing are needed before a bioma-
terial can be considered for clinical trials or in actual device manufacturing.
The final part of the book deals with device level characterisation with
special emphasis on orthopaedic and cardiovascular devices. Researchers
with industrial product development background contributed towards these
chapters.

Apart from all the contributing authors, we also like to thank many of
our students for their support towards developing this book particularly
Mr Solaiman Tarafder, Mr Gary Fielding, Mr Himanshu Sahasrabudhe and
Ms Sahar Vahabzadeh. We are also grateful to our boys, Shohom and Aditya,

ix



without their cooperation we could not have completed this work. We hope that
better understanding of biomaterials and biomedical device will not only save
time but also will make them safer to use, a dream that resonates with every
biomaterials researcher.

Susmita Bose and Amit Bandyopadhyay
Pullman, WA, USA

February 2013.
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4.1. X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which is also called electron spec-
troscopy for chemical analysis, is the most widely used analytical technique to
monitor the surface chemistry of solid materials due to its simplicity, flexibility,
and sound theoretical basis. The typical XPS instrument includes an ultra-high
vacuum system, X-ray source, electron energy analyzer, and data acquisition
system. In XPS, the sample surface is irradiated by monochromatic X-ray and
the emitted photoelectrons are detected. Figure 4.1 describes the general
mechanism of photoelectron creation [1,2] and the energy of the photoelectron
is given by:

EB ¼ hv� KE;

where EB is the binding energy of the electron in the atom, hn is the energy of
the X-ray source (a known value in the experiment), and KE is the kinetic
energy of the emitted electron that is measured. EB is usually expressed in
electron volts (eV) and 1 eV¼ 1.6� 10�19 J. Since there are different electrons
and binding energies in an atom, each element produces a set of unique peaks in
the photoelectron spectrum and the peak intensity is a direct measure of the
elemental concentration. As XPS is extremely surface sensitive, surface
contamination can lead to stray results. XPS can provide qualitative and
quantitative information on all elements except hydrogen and helium and
furthermore, the shape of each peak and the exact binding energy can be
slightly altered by the chemical state of the emitting atom. Hence, XPS can
provide chemical bonding information as well.

XPS is typically performed by first taking a survey scan covering a range of
1000 eV and then, smaller energy ranges indicative of specific features are
subsequently scanned in higher resolution. Survey scans are often in low
resolution and are used to identify as well as quantify in terms of atomic
percentage of major elements present on the materials surface. The x-axis is
generally the ‘binding energy’ and the y-axis is typically ‘intensity’ or ‘number
of counts’. Readers are referred to excellent papers in the literature on how to
identify and quantify elements from survey XPS data [3–10]. As an example,
the typical survey spectra acquired from biomedical polytetrafluoroethylene
films before and after plasma surface modification are illustrated in Fig. 4.2a
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and b. As shown in the survey spectra, there are photoemission peaks associated
with core-level photoionization events and X-ray-induced Auger electron
peaks. Based on XPS handbooks [11,12], the photoelectron peak locations can
be identified readily. The Auger lines are also usually listed in photoelectron
peak tabulations and they can be readily distinguished from those of photo-
electrons by changing the incident X-ray energy, for instance, using a Mg Ka
source instead of an Al Ka source. The kinetic energies of Auger lines are
invariable with incoming X-ray energy, whereas those of photoelectrons shift
by the energy difference of the two X-ray sources. To obtain chemical bonding
information, high-resolution scans are performed to cover a range of typically
20 eV or less and there are many associated publications in the literature [7–
10,13]. Figure 4.2c and d displays the high-resolution C1s spectra acquired
from the samples used to generate Fig. 4.2a and b, respectively. The spectrum in
Fig. 4.2d is composed of a number of sub-peaks that convey chemical-state
information about the carbon atom and details about the deconvolution can be

FIGURE 4.1 (Top) A surface irradiated by X-ray photons resulting in emission of photoelectrons

and (bottom) the X-ray photon transfers its energy to a core-level electron imparting enough

energy for the electron to leave the atom.
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found in the literature [14–18]. In addition to organic biomaterials, surface
chemical information from inorganic biomaterials or inorganic coatings on
organic biomaterials can be obtained [19–22]. However, the spectral features of
other elements may be more complex. Heavier elements have other electronic
orbitals such as p, d, and f and magnetic interaction between the electron spin
(up or down) and orbital angular momentum may split the degenerate state into
two components producing spin-orbit doublets. Figure 4.3 depicts the high-
resolution Ti2p spectra acquired from TiO2 before and after ultraviolet ozone
treatments [22]. The Ti2p signals consist of both the 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 compo-
nents with the separation resulting from spin-orbit coupling. In other cases
involving transition elements, multiplet splitting can be observed.

Since only electrons emitted from the outermost surface of a few nano-
metres can escape without energy loss and be quantified, XPS is a much more
surface sensitive technique than attenuated total reflection Fourier transform
infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy, in which the IR beam can penetrate from
several hundred nanometres to more than 1 mm. In order to collect elemental
depth profiles, argon ion sputtering is performed in concert [23,24].

FIGURE 4.2 (a, b) XPS survey spectra and (c, d) high-resolution C1s spectra (c, d) acquired

from biomedical polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) films before (a, c) and after (b, d) nitrogen/

ammonia plasma immersion ion implantation: C1 (F–C*–F), C
0
1 (C1 at the end of polymer chains),

C2 (–C*¼O, –C*¼NH, –C*–F), C3 (–C*–NH2, –C*–OH), and C4 (–C*–H, –C*–C–).
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A representative depth profiling example is shown in Fig. 4.4 for a biomedical
NiTi alloy after anodization and hydrothermal treatment. However, since argon
ion sputtering can create damage, interpretation of chemical information
requires care. Furthermore, ion beam mixing and associated effects such as
atomic knock-on and sample roughening degrade the depth resolution, which is
worse for a longer sputtering time (that is, deeper crater). Recently, it has been
reported that accurate XPS depth profiles can be obtained from organic
materials by using C60

þ [25–27] or coronene (C24H12
þ ) sputtering [28]. Figure 4.5

shows the XPS depth profile acquired from a drug-loaded PLA film using
coronene as the sputtering ions [28,29].

In addition to depth profiling, recent improvements in the spatial resolution
offered by commercial XPS systems enable more accurate and better XPS
imaging capabilities [30–33]. Imaging XPS has been applied to biomaterials
surface characterization and Fig. 4.6 illustrates an example [34]. As shown in
the XPS images in Fig. 4.6, the P, N, and Na components are significantly
increased after hybridization.

In conclusion, new instrumentation, technique development, and enhanced
data analysis continue to expand the utility of XPS in biomaterials surface
characterization. XPS provides survey spectra, high-resolution spectra,
elemental depth profiles, and elemental maps using imaging. Although XPS is
quite mature, new applications to biomaterials continue to be uncovered and the
technique is expected to be a workhorse in biomaterials research, especially
organic biomaterials such as polymers.

FIGURE 4.3 High-resolution Ti2p spectra obtained from TiO2 before and after ultraviolet ozone

(UVO) treatment. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [22]. Copyright (2010) Elsevier.
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FIGURE 4.4 XPS elemental depth profiles obtained from nickel titanium alloy after anodization

and subsequent hydrothermal treatment in water. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [24].

Copyright (2007) Elsevier.

FIGURE 4.5 XPS depth profile acquired with a coronene ion source from a codeine-loaded PLA

film showing atomic concentrations of C, O, Si, and N� 10. The N signal is unique to codeine and

shows its depth distribution. The dashed line shows the theoretical N (�10) signal assuming

uniform drug distribution through the film thickness. Reprinted with permission from Refs [28,29].

Copyright (2009, 2011) Elsevier.
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4.2. AUGER ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

When electrons with energy between 3 and 30 keV bombard a solid surface,
the Auger transition described in Fig. 4.7 takes place and Auger electrons
carrying information about the host atom are emitted from the surface. The
Auger process is related to three electrons at two different levels and the
kinetic energy of an auger electron is determined by the energy difference of
the singly ionized state and the double ionized final state. For an arbitrary
ABC transition in an atom of atomic number z, the Auger electron kinetic
energy is given by the difference in the binding energies of energy levels A,
B and C [35] as

EABCðzÞ ¼ EAðzÞ � E�
BðzÞ � E�

CðzÞ �Ws;

where Ws is the spectrometer work function, A, B and C are the three energy
levels of the Auger process involved (i.e. KLL, LMM, MNN – omitting the sub-
levels), and E* is the binding energy of a level in the presence of a core hole and
is greater than the binding energy of the same level in a neutral atom. The
kinetic energy of Auger electron depends on the atom and elemental infor-
mation and can be obtained by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).

FIGURE 4.6 Superimposed XPS images

of phosphorus (P2p), nitrogen (N1s), sodium

(Na1s) with the substrate silicon (Si2p)

signal intensity images (800 � 800 mm)

from printed DNA probes on CodeLink

microarray slides (a) before and (b) after

target hybridization. Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [34]. Copyright

(2007) American Chemical Society.
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FIGURE 4.7 Schematic diagram illustrating the Auger electron emission process. (a) High-energy electron induces target atom with a core-level electron

emission. (b, c) An electron drops from a higher energy level to the vacant core by (b) emitting X-ray or (c) ejecting an Auger electron.
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AES is an important analysis tool for surface elemental and chemical
identification. Similar to XPS, AES can detect all elements except hydrogen
and helium in the outermost surface of a sample and depth profiles can be
obtained when combined with ion beam sputtering. However, chemical shifts
are less evident in AES compared to XPS although useful bonding information
can be obtained in some cases. AES differs from XPS in several aspects. For
instance, the electron spot size in AES is much smaller than the X-ray spot size
in XPS and so, high-resolution imaging can be accomplished. Coupled with
scanning, AES can be used to map the elemental distributions in the near-
surface region and in-depth (with ion sputtering). However, because of
charging, AES is not versatile as XPS in the analysis of insulating samples such
as polymers and electron damage of organic samples can be severe and affects
the results. Hence, contrary to XPS, AES is primarily used to study inorganic
biomaterials [36–39]. For example, Hanzi et al. [36] treated the biomedical
Mg–Y–RE alloy with thermal oxidation in air for different periods of time and
as shown in Fig. 4.8, the elemental depth distributions are quite different. As
aforementioned, owing to the excellent focusability of electron beams, AES
can be used in elemental mapping of inorganic materials at very high spatial
resolution [40–42].

4.3. SECONDARY ION MASS SPECTROMETRY (SIMS)

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is a sensitive technique to determine
the elemental and molecular contents. Besides popular applications in semi-
conductors, new SIMS advances such as the time-of-flight technique enable the
analysis of organic biomaterials. The surface sensitivity of low-bombardment-
energy SIMS is quite high as the sampling depth is only about 1–2 nm
compared to that of about 5–10 nm for XPS. Furthermore, it can detect all
elements including hydrogen and helium as well as atomic ions and molecular
ions at low concentrations. A basic SIMS instrument consists of three main
components: the primary ion source, ion filtering system which selects ions
with a defined energy, and mass spectrometer in vacuum.

No special sample preparation is required for SIMS, but similar to XPS and
AES, the sample surface should be relatively free of adventitious contaminants
from storage or transport. In SIMS, the sample surface is bombarded by ions or
neutrals (normally between 1 and 40 keV). The momentum transfer initiates
a collisional cascade, in which some atomic and molecular species are emitted
as secondary ions. Ion mixing, knock-on, and sample roughening limit the
depth resolution which depends on several instrumental factors such as primary
ion energy, primary ion mass, and incident angle. Typical secondary ions
originate approximately from the top two or three layers of the solid and have
kinetic energy on the order from several to hundreds of electron volt. After
leaving the solid surface, the positive or negative secondary ions are filtered by
energy and mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio and detected by an electron multiplier or
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FIGURE 4.8 (a–f) AES depth profiles of Mg–Y–RE alloy: (a) Polished and after thermal oxidation in air at for (b) 1 h, (c) 8 h, (d) 24 h, (e) 48 h, and (f) 168 h.

Reprinted with permission from Ref. [36]. Copyright (2009) Elsevier.
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image detector composed of micro-channel plates. The secondary ion frag-
ments often impart characteristic information about molecular information and
sometimes chemical information. A pictorial presentation of the sputtering
process in SIMS is illustrated in Fig. 4.9 and more details can be found in the
literature [43–49].

4.3.1. Static SIMS

There are two types of SIMS, dynamic and static. Dynamic SIMS, which is
used in depth profiling analysis, is especially suitable for semiconductors. On
the other hand, static SIMS uses a low-current primary ion beam (1 nA/cm2 or
less) in order to produce the least amount of surface damage in order to acquire
molecular information to disclose the surface chemical structure. To avoid
sample damage, there is a dose limit for static SIMS as 1013 ions cm�2, but
a value�1012 ions cm�2 is recommended. Static SIMS is a useful technique for
biomaterials due to the excellent surface sensitivity and chemical (mass)
selectivity. For instance, in protein adsorption experiments, static SIMS not
only identifies the type of proteins present but also reveals the conformation,
orientation, degree of denaturation, and other characteristics of the adsorbed
protein not possible by XPS. Most proteins of interest have dimensions of
4–10 nm and the static SIMS spectrum of an adsorbed protein represents an
amino acid assay of the outer 10–15 Å of the protein. Hence, if the distribution
of amino acids in a protein is heterogeneous, the relative intensities of the
amino acid fragments detected in the static SIMS spectrum are sensitive to
the orientation of the protein on the surface and degree of conformational

FIGURE 4.9 Schematic illustration of the secondary ion emission process initiated by the impact

of a primary particle. Extensive fragmentation occurs near the collision site producing mainly

atomic particles. Away from the point of impact collision, the process becomes less energetic

resulting in the emission of larger molecular fragments.
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alteration. When a protein adjusts to the surface and changes its conformation
or orientation, new regions of the protein with different amino acid composi-
tions are exposed for static SIMS. The schematic diagram of static SIMS study
on the conformation of absorbed protein is depicted in Fig. 4.10 [50].

There are many published papers on the use of static SIMS on biomaterials
characterization [51–54]. As shown in Fig. 4.11, Salerno et al. [53] compared the
positive SIMS spectra acquired from a polymeric biomaterial (PEEK-WC-PU)
before and after H2/NH3 plasma treatment. The new andmore intensemass peaks
at m/z of 18 (NH4

þ), 28 (CH2N
þ), and 30 (CH4N

þ) from the modified surface
indicate that N-containing functional groups are successfully grafted onto
the substrate. However, when studying a more complicated system such as

FIGURE 4.10 Schematic diagram of static SIMS investigation of the same protein with different

conformation absorbed on the surface. A nonuniform distribution of those amino acids can

produce different distributions of the detected amino acid fragments. Reprinted with permission

from Ref. [50]. Copyright (2001) John Wiley and Sons.
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different conformation of the same adsorbed protein or different proteins
absorbed on the same substrate, interpretation of all the secondary ions is
complex and requires professional expertise. To overcome this difficulty,
multivariate data analysis methods such as principal component analysis (PCA)
are used to identify the major differences between SIMS spectra. With PCA, the
dimensions of the SIMS spectra are reduced to a small number of variables called
principal components, which are used to identify the differences among samples.
A more rigorous description of the PCA can be found elsewhere [55] and
applications of PCA analysis of static SIMS data to biomaterials research are
increasing [56–58]. An example is illustrated in Fig. 4.12, in which the SIMS
data are acquired from the ECM proteins (laminin, Matrigel, collagen I and
collagen IV, respectively) on mica substrates [56]. Figure 4.12a shows that
principal component 1 (PC1), which describes 60% of the total variance in the
data set, successfully distinguishes collagen IV from the other three proteins.
Principal component 2 (PC2) (describing 29% of total variances) separates the
two collagens from laminin and Matrigel. Thus, by employing PC1 and PC2,
these four kinds of proteins can bewell differentiated. Figure 4.12b and c denotes
the PCA loadings, which represent the relative abundance of one fragment versus
another. As an illustration, a high positive loading for one fragment indicates that
this fragment is present in a higher concentration in the sample with a high
positive score. Likewise, fragments with high negative loadings indicate that the
fragments are present in higher concentrations in samples with high negative
scores.

FIGURE 4.11 Positive-ion SIMS spectra of (a) pristine and (b) H2/NH3 plasma-modified PEEK-

WC-PU membrane in the 10–50 m/z region. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [53]. Copyright

(2009) Elsevier.
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FIGURE 4.12 Principal component analysis (PCA) showing scores and loadings for SIMS data

from protein films on mica. The protein samples are: collagen I (blue circles), collagen IV (red

circles), laminin (green circles), and Matrigel (black circles). (a) is the PC1 versus PC2 scores plot,

(b) shows the PC1 loadings, and (c) shows the PC2 loadings. Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [56]. Copyright (2011) Elsevier.
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On the heels of recent developments of SIMS instrumentations and appli-
cations of primary ions with higher secondary ion yields such as Biþ, Bi3

þ, C60
þ ,

etc., static SIMS can provide chemical maps of biological or other complex
materials in high spatial resolution [59–64]. The image resolution can be even
higher in association with multivariate analysis methods (PCA and so on) to
highlight the differences [65,66]. SIMS imaging is a powerful method to probe
materials surface with complex chemistry, even chemical contrast can be
verified in the sub-micrometre range [63,64]. For example, Ogaki et al. [64]
fabricated chemically complex and patterned substrates (Au-Polymer-
Au-SiO2) by combining different processes including particle self-assembling,
plasma eching (optional), plasma polymerization, sputtering, evaporating, and
finally ultrasonication. The Au and SiO2 regions on the substrates are selec-
tively functionalized with fluorinated thiol and chlorinated silane, respectively,
to yield local specific signals (F� for Au and 35Cl�/37Cl� for SiO2). As shown
in the SIMS images in Fig. 4.13, the different regions are identified well by the
unique fragments ions generated (HC�, F� and 35Cl�/37Cl�) with high spatial
resolution.

4.3.2. Dynamic SIMS

In dynamic SIMS, a high-current primary ion beam (1 mA cm�2 or greater)
bombards the sample to erode the materials surface continuously while the real-
time signals are recorded. The signal is plotted against sputtering time (or depth
with proper calibration) to disclose the change in the elemental concentration
with depth. Dynamic SIMS boasts several advantages such as high-depth reso-
lution, high lateral resolution, excellent sensitivity, and high dynamic range.
Unlike semiconductors, conventional dynamic SIMS is not popular in biomate-
rials characterization, especially for organic or protein absorbed biomaterials as
sample damage from the primary ions is too severe resulting in information loss.
There have been more applications to inorganic biomaterials [67] and dynamic
SIMS can also be used to image cells labelled by different isotopes [68,69].

Polyatomic cluster ions as C60
þ has been applied to SIMS characterization as

the resulting damage cross-sections are much less than that of metal and metal
cluster ions. This new technique expands the applications of dynamic SIMS to
the characterization of organic materials not possible before. By using C60

þ

[70,71] or other ions [72] as the primary ions, the molecular depth profiles of
the organic substrate can be obtained. As shown in Fig. 4.14 [70], the pure and
different peptides deposited on silicon with trehalose films were characterized
by dynamic SIMS with C60

þ sputtering. It is clear that the signals of trehalose
and the contained peptides remain constant until the entire film is removed and
the Si substrate is reached, thus indicating the success of molecular depth
profiling. With this new dynamic SIMS technique, 3D images of cells or
organic substrates can be obtained without isotope labelling and more details
can be found in the literature [73,74].
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FIGURE 4.13 High-spatial-resolution negative-ion SIMS images of the Au-polymer-Au-SiO2

surfaces with (a) ‘small’ Au and (b) ‘large’ Au central spots. The Au and SiO2 regions are

selectively functionalized with fluorinated thiol (top-center structure in green) and chlorinated

silane (top-right structure in blue), respectively, and the monomer for polymer region is octadiene

(top-left structure in red). The scale bar is 2 mm. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [64].

Copyright (2011) John Wiley and Sons.
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FIGURE 4.14 Secondary-ion signal intensities versus accumulated C60
þ ion fluence during

depth profiling of (a) a pure trehalose film (270 nm), (b) a trehalose film doped with 1% GGYR

(Gly–Gly–Tyr–Arg), and (c) a trehalose film doped with 1% KRTLRR (Lys–Arg–Thr–Leu–Arg–

Arg). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [70]. Copyright (2006) American chemical Society.
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In recapitulation, SIMS is a useful technique to obtain elemental and
molecular weight information. By using static SIMS, the conformation,
orientation, degree of denaturation, and other characteristics of adsorbed
proteins can be studied. With the aid of multivariate data analysis, the major
differences between complex SIMS spectra can be readily identified. Static
SIMS is also effectively used to map biomaterials surface with complex
chemical states with a spatial resolution better than that of XPS imaging.
Molecular depth profiles and even 3D images can be obtained from organic
biomaterials by dynamic SIMS using C60

þ as the sputtering ions. Although
applications of SIMS to biomaterials are not as prevalent as those of XPS, the
impact of SIMS is increasing with new technological development.

4.4. SURFACE MATRIX-ASSISTED LASER DESORPTION
IONIZATION MASS SPECTROMETRY

Surface matrix-assisted laser desorption ionizationmass spectrometry (Surface-
MALDI-MS) is an extension of conventional MALDI-MS. In conventional
MALDI-MS, a solution consisting of the analyte and a suitable matrix is laid on
an MALDI plate, which is usually a specially designed metal plate. After the
solvent evaporates, the analyte and matrix are co-crystallized. As the matrix
usually has strong optical absorption in either the UVor the IR range, UVor IR
lasers are employed and the matrix absorbs heavily the laser light, and then
facilitates protonation (deprotonation) of the analyte molecules via a series of
processes such as matrix ablation and ionization. MALDI-MS is a mass spec-
trometric method utilizing soft ionization and suitable for the analysis of
biomolecules such as DNA and proteins as well as organic molecules like
polymers and dendrimers, which tend to be fragile and easily fragmented if
conventional ionization techniques are employed. A common problem for
conventional MALDI-MS in that most biomaterials are solid and may not be
easily dissolved by a solvent. On the other hand, surface-MALDI-MS can analyze
adsorbed multicomponent bimolecular layers on the biomaterials by applying
a direct coating with the matrix molecules to the sample surface. The matrix
molecules that form on the surface are subsequently irradiated by a UVor an IR
laser resulting in protonation (deprotonation) of the surface adsorbed entities.
A pictorial representation of surface-MALDI-MS is illustrated in Fig. 4.15.

Surface-MALDI-MS is a relatively new surface analytical method for
biomaterials. By desorbing the adsorbed macromolecules from the biomaterial
surface and determining their molecular ions with high mass resolution and at
levels below monolayer coverage, the detection limitation plaguing conven-
tional MALDI-MS can be avoided. However, surface-MALDI-MS is not
quantitative and requires control experiments and parallel XPS analyses for
absolute quantification. In recent years, more work concerning surface-
MALDI-MS has been performed. For example, Clarke et al. [75] employed
surface-MALDI-MS to characterize albumin adsorption on different prepared
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nitinol wires and observed that a nitinol wire with high nickel concentration and
low oxygen concentration in the outer oxide layer was desirable for albumin
adsorption. Heuts et al. [76] prepared various functionalized polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) substrates by ammonia plasma treating, star-poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) coating, and star-PEG coating/Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser (GRGDS)
peptide coupling and then assessed the surface protein repelling efficacy by
surface-MALDI-MS. As shown in Fig. 4.16, insulin can only be detected on
pure PVDF and ammonia-plasma-treated PVDF surfaces and albumin can only
be detected on the pure PVDF surface. On the star PEG and biofunctionalized
star PEG coatings, no insulin and albumin can be detected. There are other

FIGURE 4.15 Schematic diagram of surface-MALDI-MS.
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FIGURE 4.16 Surface-MALDI mass spectra of insulin (left hand side) and albumin (right hand side) on (a) pure PVDF, (b) ammonia plasma-treated PVDF,

(c) star PEG-coated PVDF, (d) star PEG-coated PVDF biofunctionalized by consecutive coupling of 0.1 mmol mL�1 GRGDS, and (e) star PEG-coated PVDF

biofunctionalized by consecutive coupling of 1.0 mmol mL�1 GRGDS. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [76]. Copyright (2009) John Wiley and Sons.
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publications about Surface-MALDI-MS in biomaterials characterization [77–
79] and interested readers are referred to a related review [80] for more
information.

4.5. INFRARED (IR) SPECTROSCOPY

When a sample is irradiated by IR light, IR absorption occurs if the IR
frequency coincides with the vibrational frequency of a bond. Hence, by
monitoring the transmitted or absorbed IR light, information about the
molecular structure can be obtained and this method is termed as IR spec-
troscopy. IR spectroscopy is the most widely used surface vibrational spec-
troscopy. As a surface chemistry studying tool, IR spectroscopy is attractive
due to its versatility (applicable to almost any surface), compatibility with both
high- and low-pressure conditions, and low cost compared to techniques
requiring vacuum conditions. Most modern surface IR instrumentations,
regardless of sampling mode, utilize a Fourier transform IR spectrometer rather
than a grating monochromator in order to increase the signal level, enhance the
photometric accuracy, and so on.

There are several modes of IR spectroscopy. The first one is transmission IR
spectroscopy, which involves passing the IR beam through the sample. This
mode requires at least partial transmission of the IR through the sample and so
the acquired spectrum measures the bulk properties in lieu of the surface.
Consequently, the transmission mode is rarely used in surface analysis of
biomaterials, which also tend to be opaque to IR radiation. As an alternative,
reflecting methods such as ATR IR spectroscopy and reflection absorption
infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) are more widely applied to surface character-
ization of biomaterials.

4.5.1. ATR IR Spectroscopy

ATR IR spectroscopy couples IR spectroscopy with total internal reflection to
restrict the analysis volume. The IR spectrum is obtained from the substrate in
contact with the internal reflection elements (IRE) such as zinc selenide or
germanium. The IR radiation is first focused onto the end of the IRE at angles
greater than the critical angle, enters the IRE, and is reflected down the length
of the IRE. As shown in Fig. 4.17, at each internal reflection, the IR radiation
actually penetrates a short distance from the surface of the IRE into the
specimen. ATR IR spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the surface chemical
characterization of opaque samples. However, it should be noted that as the
penetration depth ranges from several hundred nanometres to more than 1 mm,
ATR IR spectroscopy is not as surface specific as other analytical tools such as
AES, XPS, and SIMS.

There are many applications of ATR IR spectroscopy to biomaterials [81–
83] and generally, ATR IR spectroscopy is used qualitatively. For instance,
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Blaker et al. [82] produced biodegradable poly(D,L-lactide) with different
proportional Bioglass� particles to form various composite samples with
bioactivity and the ATR IR spectra reveal different chemistry. Rebollar et al.
[83] altered the surface chemistry and topography of biomedical polystyrene
foils by UV irradiation and as shown in Fig. 4.18, after irradiation, an intense
and broad band centered at around 1720 cm�1 appears and can be attributed to
the formation of carbonyl (C]O) containing species. Interpretation of the IR
spectra is normally according to the IR handbooks [84,85].

4.5.2. Reflection Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy (RAIRS)

Greenler [86] demonstrated that for adsorbates on a metallic or conducting
film, absorption of IR radiation by the adsorbate overlayer was enhanced at
high angles of incidence (near grazing) and involved only one polarization of

FIGURE 4.17 Schematic diagram showing the sampling IR beam passing through the internal

reflection elements in contact with the opaque substrate.

FIGURE 4.18 ATR IR spectra of unmodified polystyrene foil and UV irradiated polystyrene foil.

The inset shows the chemical structure of polystyrene. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [83].

Copyright (2008) Elsevier.
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the incident IR beam. RAIRS is based on this principle. RAIRS is very surface
sensitive and particularly useful to the study of thin layers on a metal surface.
Many types of biomaterials are surface-modified metals and so, RAIRS can be
very useful [87–89]. Humblot et al. [88] functionalized gold surfaces
with chemical groups and then covalently bound the anti-bacterial peptide
(Magainin I). The RAIR spectra indicate successful binding of the functional
agents. Briand et al. [89] fabricated a sample to serve as an immunosensor for
goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin (anti-rIgG) by immobilizing rIgG on a gold-
coated substrate. After the sample was treated with solutions of labelled antigen
with increasing concentrations, RAIRS was performed. As shown in Fig. 4.19,
the characteristic amide I and amide II vibrational peaks (1660 and 1550 cm�1)
of the adsorbed antigen increase with antigen concentration, indicating that the
sensitivity and specificity of this immunosensor are high. There are other IR
methods available such as far-IR spectroscopy [90,91] and IR microscopy
[92,93], but so far they are seldom used to characterize biomaterials.

4.6. RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

When a light quantum hn0 impacts a surface, an elastic scattering process
termed Rayleigh scattering ensues. This process has the highest probability but
there are also inelastic processes in which the vibrational energy is altered by
hns. The inelastic process is called Raman scattering and an energy of hn0� hns

FIGURE 4.19 RAIRS response of the immunosensor to increasing concentrations of anti-rIgG

labelled by cobalt-carbonyl probes in PBS containing goat serum (0.15%, v/v). Inset: Correlation

between the areas of vCoCO bands and areas of amide I þ II bands. The relative standard deviations

are estimated to be equal to 0.1 a.u. for each IR area value. Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [89]. Copyright (2007) Elsevier.
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is emitted. As shown in Fig. 4.20, when the incident radiation is absorbed by
a virtual electronic state of the molecule, followed by emission back to the
excited vibrational state, the emitted energy is hn0 � hns and the corresponding
Raman lines are referred to as the Stokes lines. Alternatively, when the
molecular vibration is already in the excited state and upon re-emission back to
the ground state, the emitted energy is hn0 þ hns and the Raman lines are called
the anti-Stokes lines. As the population of molecules in the excited vibrational
state is much less than that in the ground state at ambient temperature, the

FIGURE 4.20 Schematic diagram showing the principle of Raman scattering: (a) term diagram

and (b) related Raman spectra. Because the population of atoms in the excited state is much less

than that of the ground state, the Stokes line is more intense than the anti-Stokes line.
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emitted quanta having energy of hn0 � hns are more prevalent than those with
energy of hn0 þ hns. As a result, the intensity of the Stokes lines is much higher
than that of the anti-Stokes ones and normally, only the Stokes lines are
monitored in Raman spectrum [94].

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool to investigate the surface chemistry
of materials. Similar to IR spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy is one of the
molecular vibrational spectroscopies. IR and Raman are highly complementary
as Raman spectroscopy is based on polarizability and IR spectroscopy is
concerned with dipole moments. Sometimes, Raman spectroscopy is sensitive
to those vibrational modes, which are either not observed by IR or give rise to
only weak IR absorption bands. In Raman spectroscopy, the wavelength of the
excitation source can be ultraviolet, visible, near-IR, and even IR. Its surface
sensitivity is not only related to the excitation wavelength (exciting light with
shorter wavelength penetrates a lower depth) but also concerned with the
properties of the materials. Some modern Raman instruments are equipped
with a microscope (particularly confocal microscope) to achieve higher spatial
resolution and to eliminate fluorescence. Raman instruments can also be
equipped with Fourier transform accessories to eliminate the fluorescence
interferences but in this mode, the wavelength of the excitation source is fixed
in the IR region and so, the advantages gained by working with visible or
ultraviolet radiation are lost. Interpretation of Raman spectra is typically based
on handbooks [85,94,95].

There are many examples of Raman spectroscopy applications to bioma-
terials and they are mainly divided into two parts. First and mainly, Raman

FIGURE 4.21 Gaussian–Lorentzion fitted Raman spectrum obtained from a biocompatible DLC

film deposited on PEEK. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [96]. Copyright (2010) Elsevier.
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spectroscopy is used to identify the chemical structure of biomaterials [96–
99]. For instance, Wang et al. [96] deposited a diamond-like carbon (DLC)
coating on poly aryl-ether-ether-ketone (PEEK) substrate to obtain better
properties as a bone replacement. As shown in Fig. 4.21, the typical G band at
1558.93 cm�1 and D band at approximately 1354.63 cm�1 with the I(D)/I(G)
ratio of 1.2 are observed indicating successful DLC deposition on PEEK.
Secondly, surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) by metals such as
silver and gold has become a popular area and there are many publications
about the use of metallic micro- or nano-structures in biosensors [100–102].
For example, Fang et al. [100] fabricated a series of Ag2O mesocages with
different shape such as mesosphere, mesododecahedron, mesocube and
mesooctahedron. These Ag2O mesocages were subsequently reduced to Ag
with the same mesostructures and then deposited with crystal violet to serve
as biosensors with SERS effects. As shown in Fig. 4.22, the Raman intensity

FIGURE 4.22 Single-particle SERS spectra and images of crystal violet (CV) on a polyhedral

silver mesocages. a, mesosphere, b, mesododecahedron, c, mesocube, d, mesooctahedron. The

color-coded signals of the right column correspond to the intensity of the Raman band of crystal

violet (CV) at 1172 cm�1 integrated over 1120–1250 cm�1 after background subtraction. The

spectra were acquired from individual silver mesostructures on Si substrates under the same

conditions. CV was deposited onto the mesocages on Si substrates by drop coating a 10�9 M CV

solution. Columns i and ii show the typical SEM images of individual polyhedral Ag2O (i) and Ag

(ii) mesostructures. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [100]. Copyright (2011) Elsevier.
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of a single Ag mesooctahedron is much higher than that of the other three
mesostructures, indicating the highest SERS effect. There are other tech-
niques for biomaterials characterization based on Raman scattering such as
Raman mapping which is generally used in vitro [102] or in vivo [103] and
will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.

4.7. ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS SPECTROSCOPY

When a specimen is exposed to a beam of electrons with a narrow range of
kinetic energy, some electrons undergo inelastic scattering accompanied by
energy loss besides the more probable elastic scattering. As inelastic scattering
is related to the sample properties, the amount of energy loss can impart useful
information about the materials and this technique is termed electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS). EELS as an analytical tool makes use of a series of
inelastic interactions including phonon excitation, inter- and intra-band tran-
sitions, plasmon excitation, inner shell ionization, and so on. According to the
geometry and kinetic energy of the incident electrons, EELS can be classified
commonly into high-resolution EELS and transmission EELS.

In high-resolution EELS, electronic excitation of vibrational mode of the
surface or molecules adsorbed on a surface is monitored by bombarding the
sample with low-energy (1–10 eV) electrons and measuring the energy loss in
the range of 10�3 eV to 1 eV. High-resolution EELS is a surface-sensitive
vibrational spectroscopy, which plays an important role in the investigation of
surface structure, catalysts, dispersion of surface phonons as well as monitoring
of epitaxial growth. However, it is not often applied to biomaterials due to the
rigorous experimental requirements and poor spectral resolution compared to
IR spectroscopy and laser Raman scattering.

In comparison with high-resolution EELS, transmission EELS detects
electrons with higher kinetic energy (typically 100–300 keV) and is typically
coupled to a transmission electron microscope (TEM) to attain high spatial
resolution. Because of the higher energy, the incident electrons can pass
through specimens several hundreds of nanometres thick. Strictly speaking,
transmission EELS is not a surface analytical technique, but nonetheless,
transmission EELS is a unique tool for structural and chemical characterization
of materials on the nanometre scale and can be combined with TEM, electron
diffraction, and X-ray spectroscopy in the same instrument. According to the
energy loss, the transmission EEL spectrum is usually divided into two regions,
low-loss spectrum and core-loss spectrum. Low-loss spectroscopy is mainly
used to investigate the changes in the plasmon peak. Not only the plasmon
energy but also the plasmon peak widths are different for different materials.
Core-loss spectroscopy is usually used to provide elemental information. The
variations in the energy-loss near-edge structure of the element of interest can
also be investigated. Transmission EELS is even capable of measuring the
sample thickness based on t/l ¼ ln(It/I0), where t is the absolute thickness, l is
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the mean free path, I0 is the area under zero-loss peak, and It is the total area
under the spectrum [104–106]. This equation can be implemented on each pixel
yielding a semi-quantitative thickness map.

Despite high spatial resolution and useful information, transmission EELS
is not commonly used in biomaterials characterization so far. This is probably
due to the difficult sample preparation (the sample must be thin enough) and
lack of hardware/operation expertise. Moreover, interpretation of EELS spectra
may be complicated. Nevertheless, there are publications about characteriza-
tion of biomaterials by transmission EELS [107–110]. For example, Ma et al.
[107] prepared DLC coatings for blood interfacing application, then charac-
terized the coatings by EELS with respect to sp3 content investigation. Liou
et al. [110] synthesized calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite nano-crystals with
Ca/P ratios from 1.5 to 1.67 and EELS was subsequently used to characterize
the structural disorder in samples.

4.8. ULTRAVIOLET–VISIBLE SPECTROSCOPY

Ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) spectroscopy encompasses absorption spectros-
copy and reflectance spectroscopy in the UV–vis spectral region. Molecules
containing p-electrons or non-bonding electrons (n-electrons) can absorb
ultraviolet or visible light energy and be excited to higher anti-bonding
molecular orbitals. UV–vis spectroscopy is different from IR spectroscopy in
the excitation wavelengths and that molecules undergo electronic transitions
in the ultraviolet or visible region, whereas they undergo vibrational transitions in
the IR region. Generally, UV–vis spectroscopy is used to determine elemental
concentrations quantitatively in a solution according to Beer–Lambert law:

A ¼ Log10ðI0=IÞ ¼ εcL;

where A is the measured absorbance, I0 is the intensity of the incident light at
a given wavelength, I is the transmitted intensity, L is the path length through
the sample, c is the concentration of the absorbing species, and ε is a constant
known as the molar absorptivity or extinction coefficient for each species and
wavelength. Normally, ε at the wavelength of maximum absorption (lmax) is
employed in quantitative analysis as errors resulting from instrumental wave-
length uncertainty are minimized at the peak of the absorbance curve.
According to this relationship, the concentration of the analyte can be calcu-
lated when ε is known, L is fixed, and I0 and I are measured. When a calibration
curve of the analyte is available, the concentration of the analyte can be
determined more accurately. Nevertheless, this application of UV–vis spec-
troscopy to biomaterials is not widespread because most biomaterials are not in
a solution, the molar extinction coefficients of some biomaterials in a solution
are unknown, and calibration curves are hard to get. Instead, a solution con-
taining biomaterials is characterized by UV–vis spectroscopy to obtain the
absorbance spectra rather than concentrations [111–113]. For example, Zhou
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et al. [111] explored and evaluated the utilization of water-soluble nano-crystal
CdTe quantum dots capped with negatively charged 3-mercapitalpropionic acid
(MPA-CdTe QDs) to enhance the drug (daunorubicin) uptake into the targeted
cancer cells. The UV–vis absorption spectra of the daunorubicin residue after
cancer cells incubation reveal that MPA-CdTe QDs can effectively enhance the
cellular uptake of this drug.

UV–vis spectroscopy is also available for the characterization of solid
biomaterials on the nanometre scale when these nano-biomaterials are dispersed
homogeneously in a solvent [114–117]. Lin et al. [115] fabricated magnetic
nanoparticle (MNP) clusters by chemically linking Pluronic� F127 (PF127) to
water-soluble polyacrylic acid-bound iron oxide (PAAIO) and further modified
PF127-PAAIO with folic acid (FA) to obtain MNPs with tumor targeting prop-
erties. The content of FA decorated on MNPs is clearly indicated by the UV–vis
spectrum of FA-PF127-PAAIO, in which a UVabsorbance peak around 270 nm
is attributed to the aromatic ring of FA. Mao et al. [117] employed UV–vis
spectroscopy to measure the cloud points of the thermoresponsive copolymer
[trimethyl chitosan chloride-g-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)] which is used for
gene transfection.

Besides the aforementioned examples concerning solvent-dispersed
biomaterials, UV–vis spectroscopy can be utilized to measure the solid
biomaterials in their natural states [118–120]. In this mode, only the surface
regions of solid biomaterials are measured. For instance, van den Beucken et al.
[118] fabricated two types of multilayered coatings, poly-D-lysine/DNA (PDL/
DNA) and poly(allylamine hydrochloride)/DNA (PAH/DNA), on quartz
substrates and then monitored the build-up of DNA coatings by UV–vis
spectroscopy by measuring the absorbance maximum of the nucleic base
chromophores in the DNA at 260 nm. Lee et al. [120] developed a multi-
functional 4-bit biomemory chip that consisted of recombinant azurin variants

FIGURE 4.23 UV–vis absorp-

tion spectra of (a) Co-type

azurin (b) Ni-type azurin (c)

Fe-type azurin and (d) Mn-

type azurin. Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [120].

Copyright (2011) Elsevier.
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when the Cu ion in this recombinant azurin protein was substituted with other
metal ions such as Co, Mn, Fe, and Ni ion to allow the protein to perform
various memory functions. UV–vis spectroscopy was subsequently performed
to confirm the metal substitution, and the absorption spectra of different azurin
proteins are shown in Fig. 4.23.

4.9. LIGHT MICROSCOPY AND CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY

Light microscopy, often referred to as the ‘optical microscopy’, utilizes visible
light and a system of lenses to obtain magnified optical images. As one of the
oldest analytical techniques, it is very popular in the scientific and industrial
communities and applications include biomaterials characterization [121,122].
For instance, Ji et al. [121] fabricated 3,30-dithiobis(propanoic dihydrazide)-
modified HA (HA-DTPH) nanofibrous scaffolds by electrospinning and then
employed light microscopy to map the surface after equilibrium swelling in air.
The images in Fig. 4.24 reveal the morphological change on the sample surface
after water evaporation for different time. However, because of basic physics,
the spatial resolution of conventional light microscopy is limited and the
intrinsic properties of focus (in-focus and out-of-focus information points
contribute equally to the images) of this technique can lead to blurred images.

Confocal microscopy (CM), an improved light microscopy technique, can
provide blur-free optical sectioning of a specimen by eliminating out-of-focus
information through spatial filtering using a point source of light for excitation.
Sample preparation is easier and high-resolution images can be more easily
obtained by CM. The actual useful depth of CM is limited to approximately
100–200 mm and the image resolution is 0.18 mm in the xy-plane and about
0.35 mm in the z-plane. Three-dimensional structures can be reconstructed by
carefully compiling two-dimensional images obtained.

CM is a powerful tool in various fields such as life science, semiconductors,
and materials characterization. In the biomaterials field, it not only is a popular
tool for the in vitro characterization (e.g. imaging cells seeded on the samples)
[123–125] but also can be used on samples before cell culturing by mapping the
surface and structure [122,126–129]. For example, Cross et al. [126] prepared
hydrated collagen gels with different concentrations by mixing an acidic
collagen solution with alkali solution, and then polymerized them into poly
(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) moulds. CM was subsequently used to image the
fiber structure of the collagen gels. Da Silva et al. [128] fabricated periodic
hydrogel scaffolds with a 3D honeycomb-like structure from colloidal crystal
templates and then examined the surface and structure by CM. As shown in
Fig. 4.25, a series of confocal slices (a) can be obtained at different depths (the
surface, middle of the first layer, and even deeper) of the fabricated hydrogel
scaffolds. CM can also map the z-projection (b) and construct the three-
dimensional structure (c) of a segment from the same stack. The use of
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conventional light microscopy and CM in the in vitro and in vivo character-
ization of biomaterials will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.

4.10. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an electron microscopic technique that
images a sample surface by scanning a focused energetic electron beam. SEM
is one of the most common tools to study surface morphology and identify
small areas that cannot be resolved by optical microscopy. The primary elec-
trons interact with atoms in the sample surface and various signals are emitted.
The primary electrons are emitted from an electron gun. The common types are

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4.24 Optical images of HA-DTPH nanofibrous scaffold after equilibrium swelling in

air for (a) 30 min and (b) 120 min. The scale bar is 500 mm. Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [121]. Copyright (2006) Elsevier.
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thermionic electron emitters as tungsten filament cathodes and lanthanum
hexaboride cathodes and field emission sources such as a cold-cathode type
using a tungsten single crystal emitter or thermally assisted Schottky type
emitter of zirconium oxide. The electrons are typically accelerated to energy of
0.2 keV–40 keVand spatially focused by one or two condenser lenses to a spot
about 0.4 nm–5 nm in diameter. The electron beam then passes through
scanning coils or deflector plates in the electron column to achieve deflection in
the x and y directions for scanning. The scanned area is usually square of
rectangle. When the primary electrons strike the sample, the electrons lose
energy by repeated random scattering and absorption within a volume of the
specimen known as the interaction volume, which resembles a tear drop or
balloon with a depth of 1–5 mm into the surface depending on the electron
energy. Various signals originate from different depths of the interaction
volume and secondary electrons are emitted from the top 5–10 nm of the
sample surface and contain topographical information. In addition, reflection of

(a)

(b) (c)

FIGURE 4.25 Images obtained from a confocal image stack of a periodic hydrogel scaffold

before annealing: (a) Images showing the surface, the middle of the first layer and the pores

between the first and second layer of the scaffold, (b) Z-projection of the three first layers of the

scaffold, and (c) three-dimensional reconstruction of a scaffold segment. Reprinted with permis-

sion from Ref. [128]. Copyright (2010) Elsevier.
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high-energy electrons by elastic scattering and emission of electromagnetic
radiation are some of the phenomena. The emitted signals are detected by
specialized detectors and the signals are amplified and displayed on a cathode
ray tube (CRT). The CRT display is synchronized with the rastering of the
electron beam and the resulting image represents an intensity map of signals
emitted within the scanned area.

4.10.1. Secondary Electron Imaging

There are several SEM imaging modes according to the signals detected.
Among these modes, secondary electron imaging is the most common.
Secondary electrons are low-energy electrons (<50 eV) ejected from atoms via
inelastic scattering. As aforementioned, they originate within a few nanometres
of the surface due to their low energy. Secondary electrons are detected by an
Everhart–Thornley detector which is a type of the scintillator–photomultiplier
system. After being attracted towards an electrically biased grid at about
þ400 V, the secondary electrons emitted are further accelerated towards
a scintillator positively biased to about þ2000 Vand causing the scintillator to
emit flashes of light. These electrical signals are amplified by a connected
photomultiplier and displayed as a two-dimensional intensity distribution that
can be viewed on an analogue video display and saved as a digital image. The
brightness of the signal depends on the number of secondary electrons reaching
the detector and is sensitive to the surface topography of the sample. For
instance, as the electron beam enters the sample perpendicular to the surface,
the activated region is uniform about the axis of the beam and a certain number
of electrons ‘escape’ from within the sample. When the angle of incidence
increases, the ‘escape’ distance of one side of the beam will decrease, and more
secondary electrons will be emitted. Consequently, steep surfaces and edges of
the samples tend to be brighter than flat surfaces in the second electrons images,
which results in images with a well-defined, three-dimensional appearance.

Secondary electron imaging is very useful in examining surface topography
with high spatial resolution. Topographical images with resolution of <1 nm
can even be obtained [130]. However, such high spatial resolution is
uncommon for biomaterials as images with this resolution are hard to get and
most biomaterials have topographical features larger than 1 nm. There have
been many reports on the characterization of biomaterials by secondary elec-
tron imaging [131–137]. For instance, Park et al. [131] generated titania (TiO2)
nanotubes with defined diameters between 15 and 100 nm on titanium to direct
different behavior of mesenchymal stem cells. The diameters and topographies
of various TiO2 nanotubes were determined by the secondary electron imaging.
Rujitanaroj et al. [133] encapsulated small-interfering RNA (siRNA) and
transfection reagent (TKO) complexes within nanofibers comprising a copol-
ymer of caprolactone and ethyl ethylene phosphate (PCLEEP) to control the
release of siRNA complexes in long-term gene-silencing applications. The
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secondary electron images reveal that the SiRNA-encapsulated PCLEEP fiber
are successfully fabricated and both the siRNA- and GAPDH siRNA/TKO-
encapsulated nanofibers are uniform and bead-free. He et al. [134] fabricated
mineralized nanofibrous poly (L-lactic acid) (PLLA) scaffolds for bone
regeneration by depositing calcium phosphate on the PLLA scaffolds using an
electrodeposition process. As shown in the SEM images in Fig. 4.26, by
varying the voltage in electrodeposition, the surface topography of the calcium
phosphate coatings on the nanofibrous PLLA scaffolds is quite different.
Flower-like topography, flake-like structure, and fiber-like coating are obtained
by electrodeposition at 2, 3, and 5 V, respectively. Secondary electrons imaging
is also widely used in the in vitro characterization of biomaterials after cell
seeding [138–140] and more details on secondary electron imaging can be
found in Chapter 5.

4.10.2. Backscattered Electron Imaging

Besides secondary electrons, backscattered electrons produced by the electron
beam can be used to image the sample surface for a different purpose. Back-
scattered electrons consist of high-energy electrons, which are reflected or
back-scattered out of the specimen interaction volume by elastic scattering with
the substrate atoms. Since heavy elements (high atomic number) backscatter
electrons more efficiently than light elements (low atomic number), the signal
is higher and the spot looks brighter in the image. Hence, backscattered elec-
trons are usually used to monitor the contrast among areas with different
chemical compositions. The detector for backscattered electrons is different
from that of secondary electrons as the backscattered electrons have high
energy (in keV) and the positively biased detection grid has little ability to
attract them. The detector used for secondary electron detection is normally
positioned on one side of the specimen and is inefficient in the detection of
backscattered electrons because few such electrons are emitted in the solid
angle subtended by the detector. Therefore, dedicated backscattered electron
detectors are positioned above the sample in a ‘doughnut’ arrangement
concentric with the electron beam in order to maximize the solid angle of
collection. When all parts of the detector are used to collect electrons, an
atomic number contrast is produced. Furthermore, strong topographic contrast
can be produced by collecting backscattered electrons from one side above the
specimen using an asymmetrical, directional BSE detector. The resulting
contrast appears as illumination of the topography from that side. Semi-
conductor detectors can be made in radial segments and can be switched in or
out to control the type of contrast produced (atomic number contrast or topo-
graphic contrast) and directionality.

In most cases, backscattered electrons are used to image biomaterials after
implantation. There are reports about the in vivo characterization of bone
replacement biomaterials by backscattered electron imaging [141–143], and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 4.26 Secondary electron images of calcium phosphate deposition on electrospun PLLA

nanofibrous scaffolds. Electrodeposition is performed for 60 min at 60 �C and (a) 2, (b) 3, and (c)

5 V, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [134]. Copyright (2010) John Wiley and

Sons.
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the implant materials and newly formed bone can be well differentiated in the
images (see Chapter 6 for more details). Before in vitro and in vivo charac-
terization, backscattered electrons imaging can also be used to characterize the
cross-section [144,145] and surface [146,147] of biomaterials by revealing the
elemental contrast. Zhang et al. [146] prepared silver-loaded coral hydroxy-
apatites as bone tissue engineering scaffolds with anti-bacterial properties and
observed from the backscattered electron images that silver particles existed on
the sample surface, whereas this feature was not observed from the secondary
electron images. Variola et al. [147] modified the surface of Ti6Al4V alloy by
etching with a H2SO4/H2O2 solution to improve the surface osteo-compatibility
of the sample. The untreated and modified Ti6Al4V alloys were characterized
by SEM in the backscattered mode. As shown in Fig. 4.27, the b-phase is
initially present as interstitial grains surrounded by a-phase grains in the
untreated sample (Fig. 4.27a) and the b-phase grains are preferentially removed
in the course of etching (Fig. 4.27b). The resolution of backscattered electron
images is not as high as secondary electron ones because the interaction volume
for backscattered electrons is much larger than that of secondary electrons.

4.10.3. Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy/Wavelength-
Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy

Generally, SEM is equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) and/or wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDS) detector for
elemental analysis or chemical characterization. Both EDS and WDS rely on
the detection and investigation of the characteristic X-rays produced by the
primary electrons. During electron illumination, an electron in the inner shell of
the target atom can be ejected from the shell and an electron hole is created.
Subsequently, an electron from an outer shell fills the hole, and the difference in

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.27 Backscattered SEM image of (a) polished untreated Ti-alloy disk and (b) the

sample after 4 h of exposure to the etching solution. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [147].

Copyright (2008) Elsevier.
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the energy between the outer- and inner-shell electrons can be released in the
form of X-ray [see illustration in Fig. 4.7b]. As the energy of this X-ray is
characteristic of the atomic structure of the element from which it is emitted, by
measuring the quantity and energy of the X-rays emitted from the sample, the
elemental composition of the sample can be determined. WDS differs from
EDS in the way the X-ray is detected and that it uses the diffraction patterns
created by light–matter interaction as its raw data and the wavelength of the
X-ray is calculated by the Bragg’ law: nl ¼ 2d sin q, where n is an integer, d is
the spacing between the planes in the atomic lattice which is known, q is the
measured angle between the incident ray and the scattering planes, and l is the
wavelength of the incident X-ray can be calculated. The spectral resolution of
WDS (about 5 eV) is much higher than that of EDS (above 100 eV). However,
data collection in WDS is slower than that of EDS as only one element can be
monitored at a time in WDS while EDS can gather a spectrum of all the
elements in the sample simultaneously.

Characteristic X-rays are not as surface sensitive as secondary electrons
because the interaction extent of characteristic X-rays is even larger than that of
backscattered electrons. Consequently, as the means for chemical character-
ization of sample surface, the surface sensitivity of EDS and WDS is not good
enough. Nevertheless, EDS is widely used for the elemental analysis of
biomaterials ‘surface’ [148–150] due to the small-area capability. For example,
Han et al. [148] synthesized different kinds of calcium hydroxide-loaded
biodegradable microcapsules by phase separation and utilized EDS to deter-
mine the elemental percentages of the samples. Khaled et al. [150] synthesized
strontium-modified titania nanotubes (n-SrO-TiO2 tubes) by using the alkaline
hydrothermal technique and characterized them with EDS mapping. As shown
in Fig. 4.28, the elemental maps of the atomic concentrations of Ti, Sr, and O
reveal that Ti and Sr are homogeneously dispersed throughout the nanotube
samples. It should be noted that there are some limitations in characterizing the
sample chemistry with EDS. The first three elements of the periodic table,
namely H, He, and Li, do not have enough electrons to produce characteristic
X-ray and so they are not detectable by EDS. Furthermore, owing to the low
spectral resolution, many elements have overlapping peaks in the EDS spec-
trum. In spite of the better resolution, WDS is seldom used for biomaterials
probably because WDS is not as common as EDS in SEM instruments.

4.10.4. Sample Preparation

Since the typical SEM instrument is under vacuum, the sample is normally
required to be dry. To avoid charging, the sample should also be electrically
conductive, at least on the surface, and should be properly grounded to prevent
accumulation of electrostatic charges on the surface. Metallic samples usually
require little special preparation except cleaning and mounting. Non-conduc-
tive specimens can charge when bombarded by the electron beam and
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therefore, they are usually coated with a thin coating of electrically conductive
materials such as gold or carbon. Because some biomaterials are hydrated and
non-conductive, e.g. hydrogel, before they are inserted into the SEM instru-
ment, a series of pre-treatments such as structure fixing, sample drying, and
deposition of a conductive coating are required.

4.10.5. Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy

Conventional SEM requires samples that are compatible with vacuum condi-
tions. For hydrated and non-conductive biomaterials, the pre-treatments can be
complicated and the natural state of the samples may even be altered after the
pre-treatments. Environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) [151]
has the same working principle as conventional SEM but is specialized for
imaging hydrated and non-conductive biomaterials in their natural states. There
are differential pumping systems in ESEM instruments, which allow
the transfer of the electron beam from the high vacuum part in the gun area
to the high-pressure region in the specimen chamber. By placing the sample in
the high-pressure specimen chamber where the working distance is short, the

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

FIGURE 4.28 EDS elemental mapping: (a) Selected area on the sample (n-SrO-TiO2 tubes); (b)

Ti mapping; (c) O mapping; (d) Sr mapping. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [150]. Copyright

(2010) Elsevier.
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electron beam can produce various signals such as secondary electrons,
backscattered electrons, and characteristic X-rays from the sample. Although
the signals used in ESEM are the same as those in conventional SEM, the
detectors are quite different. A gas detection device is specially designed for the
detection of signals in the gaseous environment of ESEM.

Compared to conventional SEM, ESEM boasts several advantages in
biomaterials characterization. First of all, hydrated biomaterials can be
examined naturally in ESEM, whereas in conventional SEM, the specimens are
normally desiccated under the vacuum conditions. Secondly, accumulation of
electric charges on the surface of non-conductive specimens can be avoided in
ESEM because positively charged ions generated by beam interactions with the
gas help to neutralize the negative charges on the specimen surface. In
conventional SEM, the insulating specimens without conductive coating will
charge up during electron bombardment making imaging problematic or even
impossible. Accordingly, hydrated and non-conductive biomaterials can be
examined faster and more easily by ESEM as the complex and time-consuming
pre-treatments can be avoided. More importantly, the natural surface of the
specimens can be imaged by ESEM. Hence, ESEM is widely used for the
surface topographical characterization of the hydrated or/and non-conductive
biomaterials such as hydrogels [152,153], micelles [154,155], nanofibers [156],
and so on. For instance, Fundueanu et al. [152] functionalized the pullulan
microspheres (hydrogel) with pendant thermosensitive units to serve as the
carriers for drug control and release. ESEM was subsequently used to char-
acterize the extension and collapse of the pendant thermosensitive units below
and above the lower critical solution temperature. Shi et al. [156] synthesized
the copolymer (PLA-co-MPC) of L-lactide with a monomer containing prop-
argyl group and then electrospun it into nanofibers for proteins immobilization.
The natural morphology of the PLA-co-MPC nanofibers was evaluated by
ESEM, which indicates that the nanofibers are smooth and continuous with
a diameter of 2–4 mm (Fig. 4.29). Backscattered electrons [157] and

FIGURE 4.29 ESEM images of the electron-spun PLA-co-MPC nanofibers. Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [156]. Copyright (2008) Elsevier.
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characteristic X-rays [158] in ESEM can also be used for the characterization
of biomaterials.

However, there are some disadvantages of ESEM. The main one arises from
the limitation of the distance in the specimen chamber (1–10 mm) over which
the electron beam remains usable in the gaseous environment. The presence of
gas may cause unwanted effects in certain applications and the mechanism of
these side-effects is not always clear.

In summary, SEM is a widely used tool in the characterization of bioma-
terials. Various signals such as secondary electrons, backscattered electrons,
and characteristic X-rays emitted from the sample surface can be used to
determine different properties of the samples including surface topography and
elemental distributions. However, because of the vacuum conditions in
conventional SEM, hydrated and/or non-conductive biomaterials must be pre-
treated and the process can be complicated and sometimes destructive. Hence,
for these biomaterials, ESEM is preferable as the complex and time-consuming
pre-treatments are avoided and the samples can be imaged in their natural state.
Owing to space limitation, we only describe selected examples before in vitro
and in vivo experiments in this chapter. The in vitro and in vivo characterization
of biomaterials by SEM will be discussed in more detail in the following
chapters (see Chapters 5 and 6).

4.11. SCANNING TUNNELLING MICROSCOPY AND ATOMIC
FORCE MICROSCOPY

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM), which was adopted with the invention of
the scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) in 1981, encompasses a family of
microscopic techniques that image surfaces with a physical probe that scans the
specimen. An image of the surface is obtained by mechanically scanning the
probe line by line and recording the probe–surface interaction as a function of
position. Among the various surface imaging techniques, SPM has the
advantages of easy sample preparation, operation in a liquid environment, and
particularly high spatial resolution. Depending on the sample, individual atoms
can even be imaged by SPM. According to the different probe–surface inter-
actions, SPM is classified into various sub-types such as STM, AFM, frictional
force microscopy, and so on. Of these techniques, STM and AFM are most
commonly used for the evaluation of sample surface morphology.

4.11.1. Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy

STM is based on the concept of quantum tunnelling. When a conducting tip is
brought very close to the surface to be examined, a bias (voltage difference)
allows electrons to tunnel through the gap in between and the resulting
tunnelling current is a function of the tip position, applied voltage, and local
density of states on the sample surface. Lateral information is acquired by
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monitoring the current as a function of the tip position during scanning across
the surface. Since the tunnelling current varies exponentially upon the sepa-
ration between the STM tip and sample surface, a vertical resolution of 0.01 Å
with a lateral resolution of 0.1 Å is attainable by STM for electronically
inhomogeneous surfaces. However, the STM image obtained, even at atomic
resolution, is far from being a simple visual representation of the spatial
locations of atoms. Instead, it is a complex image determined by a convolution
of the electronic structures of the tip and the sample surface. Only for surfaces
which have relatively uniform electronic properties (and with dimensions
>10 Å), the STM image can effectively represents the surface topography.

Despite the outstanding spatial resolution of STM, publications about the
use of STM in biomaterials characterization are few and only related to
selective substrates such as gold [159,160] and carbon [161] because of prac-
tical obstacles. First and mainly, the samples for STM measurement should be
conductive, but many biomaterials are organic or inorganic non-metallic
materials which are insulating. Even for metallic biomaterials such as titanium,
the surface usually has a native oxide which is too thick for electron tunnelling.
Second, STM is a tool to determine the surface electronic structure. The image
contrast does not necessarily bear a simple relationship with surface topog-
raphy, and interpretation of STM images may not be straightforward. Although
the application of STM to biomaterials is limited at present, STM is the
preferred method to investigate the atomic structures of the novel conductive
materials such as carbon nanotubes [162,163], silicon nanowires [164], and
graphene [165,166] and more applications are being discovered.

4.11.2. Atomic Force Microscopy

At high tunnelling currents, the STM tipmay interact physically with the surface
in such a way that disruption of the surface structure occurs. In fact, there is
usually a finite interaction force between the tip and sample surface and even at
relatively low tunnelling currents, the interaction force may be substantial when
measured against the strengths of molecular interactions. Consequently, Binnig
et al. [167] invented the first atomic force microscope in 1986 and 3 years later,
the first commercial atomic force microscope became available.

A commercial AFM instrument consists of a cantilever with a sharp tip
(probe) at its end that is used to scan the specimen surface. The cantilever is
typically made of silicon or silicon nitride (100–200 mm long and about 1 mm
thick) with a tip radius of curvature on the order of nanometres. When the tip is
brought close to the sample surface, the force between the tip and sample leads
to a deflection of the cantilever according to Hooke’s law. The deflection is
measured using a laser reflected from the top surface of the cantilever into
an array of photodiodes. A schematic diagram of a typical AFM instrument
is depicted in Fig. 4.30. There are other AFM methods available involving
optical interferometry, capacitive sensing, and piezoresistive AFM cantilevers.
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Depending on the information sought, the force measured in AFM can
be different and it includes mechanical contact force, van der Waals force,
capillary force, chemical bonding, electrostatic force, magnetic force,
and so on.

Despite the short history, AFM has become one of the essential tools for
surface imaging, particularly on the nanoscale. With regard to biomaterials,
AFM boasts some advantages in comparison with other imaging techniques.
Sample preparation for AFM is substantially simpler than that required by SEM
or TEM and AFM can produce detailed three-dimensional maps rather than
two-dimensional images without expensive and time-consuming sample
preparation. For non-conducting samples, AFM can provide a direct view of
surface features in high resolution, whereas in SEM, a conductive coating is
needed and it may hide some surface details and even damage or alter the
surface features. Furthermore, a vacuum is not required and samples can be
imaged in ambient air or liquid. These advantages have rendered AFM suitable
for biomaterials research in the native or quasi-native environment as well as in
real time.

There are three common modes of AFM: contact mode, non-contact mode,
and tapping mode. In the contact mode, the AFM tip scans across a surface at
a very low force and is deflected by the repulsive force between the tip and
surface atoms. A feedback loop maintains constant deflection of the cantilever
by vertically moving the scanner as it scans laterally across the surface and then
the topographic image of the sample surface is constructed. As the tip always

FIGURE 4.30 Schematic diagram of a typical commercial AFM instrument.
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exerts a mechanical load on the sample which may lead to damage, contact
AFM is not suitable for soft biomaterials.

In the non-contact mode, the tip of the cantilever does not make direct
contact with the sample surface. Instead, the cantilever is oscillated at
a frequency slightly above its resonant frequency where the amplitude of
oscillation is typically a few nanometres (<10 nm). The van der Waals force,
which is strongest from 1 nm to 10 nm above the surface, or any other long-
range force which extends above the surface decreases the resonance
frequency of the cantilever. This decrease in resonant frequency combined
with the feedback loop system maintains a constant oscillation amplitude or
frequency by adjusting the average tip-to-sample distance. In measuring soft
samples, non-contact AFM is preferable over contact AFM as it does not
suffer from tip or sample degradation effects that are sometimes observed
with contact AFM. However, non-contact AFM is also not commonly used
for biomaterials because most biomaterials are hydrophilic and develop
a liquid meniscus layer under ambient conditions. Keeping the probe tip close
enough to these samples may possibly lead to the tip sticking resulting in low-
resolution imaging.

In the tapping mode, also called intermittent contact mode, the cantilever is
driven to oscillate up and down at near its resonant frequency similar to that in
the non-contact mode. However, the amplitude of this oscillation is much
greater than 10 nm, typically 100–200 nm. Owing to the force (van der Waals
force, electrostatic force, etc.) acting on the cantilever when the tip comes close
to the surface, the amplitude of this oscillation is decreased as the tip gets closer
to the sample. As the cantilever is scanned over the sample, an electronic servo
adjusts the height of the cantilever to maintain constant oscillation amplitude or
frequency. Among the three AFMmodes described here, tapping-mode AFM is
the most widely used in biomaterials characterization. In tapping mode AFM,
although there is still mechanical contact, damage to the sample surface is
lessened as the contact is intermittent and no lateral frictional force is applied to
the sample. Tapping-mode AFM is even gentle enough for the visualization of
supported lipid monolayers under liquid medium [168]. Moreover, the problem
of non-contact AFM in hydrophilic biomaterials characterization can be
effectively avoided.

Tapping-mode AFM can provide topographical information with superior
resolution on soft biomaterials such as biopolymers. In a typical example
reported by Zhou et al. [169], tapping mode AFM was performed to acquire
the height image of self-assembled peptide-based hydrogels in high resolution.
Besides the height images, the phase images were also obtained in the tapping
mode simultaneously. The z-scale of the phase images was in degree (�), which
is quite different from that of the height images. In phase imaging, the phase lag
between the driving oscillation and cantilever response is measured. The
magnitude of this lag provides an indication of the amount of energy dissipated
in the tip–sample interaction, which is related to the surface mechanical
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properties of the sample. Therefore, phase imaging can be used to determine
the size, shape, and spacing of different materials domains that cannot other-
wise be discerned from heights alone. Many types of biomaterials are modified
to produce heterogeneous surface properties and so, phase imaging is a useful
tool [170–173]. For example, Ye et al. [170] fabricated self-assembled
RADA16-I peptide on mica at different pH values (pH ¼ 1 or 4) in peptide
solutions and investigated the samples by tapping-mode AFM. The height and
phase images are depicted together in Fig. 4.31. The nanofibers produced at
pH ¼ 1 (Fig. 4.31D) are branched, whereas the nanofibers formed at pH ¼ 4

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 4.31 Typical AFM morphological images and corresponding phase images of self-

assembling peptide RADA16-I denatured at pH ¼ 4 and 1 on a freshly cleaved mica surface. After

denaturing at pH ¼ 4, the height image (a) with the maximum 3.0 nm scale and the phase image

(b), with the maximum 7� scale. At pH ¼ 1, the height image (c) with the maximum 2.6 nm scale

and the phase image (d) with the maximum 0.9� scale. The scale bar is 500 nm. Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [170]. Copyright (2010) John Wiley and Sons.
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have no branch (Fig. 4.31B), although these features are not so clear in the
corresponding height images (Fig. 4.31A and C).

In some situations, contact-mode AFM is used to study biomaterials,
particularly when the lateral force images are desired. Lateral force images,
also called friction images, map the lateral bending of the cantilever in the
contact mode. The signals measured are closely related to the frictional
interaction between the tip and the sample and so are useful in the identification
of chemical differences on the samples. Similar to phase images in the tapping
mode, lateral force images can be obtained together with height images
simultaneously while the unit of z-scale is volt (V). There have been studies on
the use of lateral force imaging to probe the chemical functionalities of
potential biomaterials [174–176]. For example, Denis et al. [175] fabricated
samples with a monolayer of CH3-terminated alkylsilanes in nanoscale tracks
surrounded by a monolayer of PEG-terminated alkylsilanes (named as CH3-X/
PEG-Y, X and Y are the widths of the CH3 and PEG tracks in nanometres,
respectively). These chemical nanopatterns were quite different in collagen
adsorption and could lead to collagen nanopatterns on them by solution
immersion. Figure 4.32 presents the height (a) and lateral force (b and c) AFM
images obtained on sample CH3-50/PEG-550 before collagen adsorption. The
lateral force images show strong contrast between the tracks and matrix when
the topographical image obtained is smooth along the z-scale (10 nm). The
reversal of forward and backward lateral force images evidently indicates that
sample CH3-50/PEG-550 is chemically anisotropic.

Besides sample imaging, commercial AFM apparatus can be used to
characterize the mechanical properties where the AFM tip serves as an
indenter. This technique is called AFM indentation. When the indenter is
pressed against the sample surface, load versus displacement curves are
acquired. Since the load is applied by the cantilever, only mechanical char-
acterization of compliant samples is allowed. In contrary, for stiff materials,
the cantilever is more easily deflected than indenting the sample surface.
Thus, this AFM-based technique can be applied to compliant biomaterials
such as biopolymers. The force–displacement curves can even be used to
evaluate the elasticity (resilience) of the substrates by converting them
into force–penetration/retraction curves and calculating the area ratio of
penetration curve to retraction curve [177,178].

There are other AFM-related techniques for biomaterials characterization.
With magnetic or acoustic accessories, more details about the materials
properties can be obtained. A typical example was presented by Block et al.
[179] who suggested a new approach (called nanoparticle identification on
magnetic imaging atomic force microscopy, NIOMI AFM), which was capable
of distinguishing superparamagnetic maghemite and diamagnetic gold nano-
particles from a mixture by means of the magnetic interactions. As shown in
Fig. 4.33, it is impossible to differentiate both types of nanoparticles by only
relying on the information provided by the height map (Fig. 4.33 (top)).
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However, in the amplitude map created by NIOMI AFM, the maghemite and
gold nanoparticles exhibit different contrast (Fig. 4.33 (middle)) and they are
easily distinguished (Fig. 4.33 (bottom)). NIOMI AFM can even be used to
characterize biofunctionalized nanoparticles (protein-tagged maghemite
nanoparticles) [179]. The AFM tip can also be functionalized by protein
adsorption or chemical covalent bonding and this AFM approach is called
chemical force microscopy. Interested readers are referred to a review [180] for
more details. Furthermore, AFM is a powerful tool for the in vitro character-
ization of biomaterials (mapping cells, viruses even their proteins) and this
topic will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

FIGURE 4.32 AFM height image (a; z range: 10 nm) and lateral force images (b, c; z range:

0.3 V) simultaneously recorded by forward (a, b) or backward (c) scanning of a CH3-50/PEG-550

area (5 � 1.7 mm2) in air. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [175]. Copyright (2005) John Wiley

and Sons.
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4.12. PROFILOMETRY

Profilometer, which is historically similar to the classical phonograph, is used
to determine the surface topography of a solid sample. By tracking the surface
changes using a profilometer, the surface roughness and morphological images
of the samples can be determined. Modern profilometers can be roughly
classified as contact profilometers and non-contact profilometers. Generally,
contact profilometry is similar to contact-mode AFM, except that the
measurement range is wider and the spatial resolution is lower. In contact
profilometry, a stylus typically made of diamond vertically in contact with
a sample is moved laterally across the sample surface for a specified distance at
a specified contact force. The surface variations as monitored by the vertical
stylus displacements are measured as a function of position to obtain the profile
of the sample surface. Contact profilometry is a direct technique as no
modelling is required. The stylus tip can be as small as 20 nm and so the lateral
resolution is much better than that of white-light optical profilometry (the

FIGURE 4.33 NIOMI AFM imaging of a sample containing superparamagnetic maghemite and

diamagnetic gold nanoparticles. Image size, 110 � 640 nm2; top, height profile; middle, amplitude

map of the AFM cantilever oscillation (after line wise flattening and low pass filtering for noise

reduction); bottom, correlation of height and amplitude map for nanoparticle identification

(diamagnetic nanoparticles are marked in blue, while red color is used for the superparamagnetic

ones). The centers of the particles are recognized by an algorithm in the height map (top,

monochrome circles) and then transferred to the amplitude map for comparison. Correlation of the

nanoparticle position with the color in the amplitude map identifies the nanoparticle upon their

magnetization (cf. bottom). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [179]. Copyright (2011) Amer-

ican Chemical Society.
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resolution of optical profilometry is determined by the optical wavelength).
More importantly, compared to optical profilometry, this method is less
affected by contaminants on the sample surface and it is more preferable than
optical profilometry when the measurement environment is complex. Contact
profilometry is widely used to study biomaterials [97,181–183]. For instance,
Sima et al. [181] formed fibronectin layers on a silicon substrate and utilized
contact profilometry to measure the profile of the layers. Saber-Samandari et al.
[97] deposited calcium phosphate on titanium by thermal printing and con-
ducted contact profilometry to determine the profiles of the deposits. Barranco
et al. [183] fabricated oxide barriers on biomedical Ti6Al4V by blasting with
different particles and thermal treatment. Contact profilometry was subse-
quently performed to determine the roughness of the samples.

As an alternative to stylus-based profilometry, optical profilometry is a non-
contact method that can provide similar information as contact profilometry.
There are also advantages associated with optical profilometry such as high
vertical resolution and convenient operation. A big advantage of this method is
that it is a non-contact technique and hence, the instrument and samples cannot
be damaged by surface wear or careless operators. Optical profilometry is also
commonly used to measure the surface topography of biomaterials [184–186].
Park et al. [184] modified Ti–6Al–4V alloys by a hydrothermal treatment in
a strontium-containing solution and used optical profilometry to determine the
surface roughness of the modified samples. Truong et al. [186] achieved
ultrafine crystallinity in the bulk of titanium by severe plastic deformation by
means of equal channel angular pressing (ECAP). By means of optical pro-
filometry, the surface roughness and the topographical image of polished
ECAP-Ti were obtained. Besides measuring the surface profiles, roughness,
and topography, profilometry can even be used to determine the thickness [187]
and wear depth [188] of biomaterials, and interested readers are referred to the
cited articles for more information.

4.13. CONTACT ANGLE MEASUREMENT

Contact angle (CA) measurement is a commonly used thermodynamic method
for the characterization of surface hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of biomate-
rials. As perhaps one of the oldest methods used to investigate biomaterials
surfaces, it yields very useful information as the surface hydrophilicity of
biomaterials is crucial to the functions of biomaterials such as cell adhesion and
spreading. CAmeasurement is a relatively simple method for solid samples and
typically no special sample preparation is required. Anyway, the samples
characterized should be clean enough and do not swell or dissolve in the test
liquid. For an immobile surface, CA measurement is very surface method as the
CA is only related to the outermost 3–10 Å of the surface. There are several
types of CA measurements and the more common Wilhelmy method, sessile
drop method, and captive bubble method are described here.
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4.13.1. Wilhelmy Method

Wilhelmy method is a dynamic method by measuring the equilibrium surface
or interfacial tension at the air–liquid or liquid–liquid interface. In this method,
the solid sample has same properties on both sides and is oriented perpendic-
ularly to the interface. The wetting force on the solid is measured as the solid is
immersed in or withdrawn from a liquid of a known surface tension. The
average advancing and receding CAs (q) is calculated according to the
equation:

cos q ¼ ðF � FbÞ=Is;
where F is the total force measured by the force metre, Fb is the force of
buoyancy due to the solid sample displacing the liquid, I is the wetted length,
and s is the known surface tension (force per unit length) of the liquid.

As a lot of modern biomaterials are surface modified to obtain different
properties on both sides, the Wilhelmy method is not a popular tool. However,
there is a key advantage in that the Wilhelmy method is not limited by the
sample size and shape and so single fiber can be used to determine the CAs
[189,190]. The Wilhelmy method can even be adopted on the nanoscale by
making use of a nanotube [191] or AFM probe [192,193] as the cantilever to
measure the wetting forces of nanotubes and nanofibers. Hence, the Wilhelmy
method will attract more attention in the future as more biomaterials have
a small size.

4.13.2. Sessile Drop Method

There are two kinds of sessile drop method, namely the static sessile drop
method and dynamic sessile drop method. In the static sessile drop method,
a droplet of pure liquid is deposited vertically onto the sample surface and CAs
are measured by a CA goniometer using an optical sub-system. The angle
formed between the solid/liquid interface and liquid/gas interface is determined
as the liquid CA (Fig. 4.34). The dynamic sessile drop method is similar to the
static sessile drop method but requires the drop to be modified. Both advancing
angle (the largest CA possible without increasing its solid/liquid interfacial area
by adding volume dynamically) and receding angle (the smallest possible angle
by removing the volume without decreasing its solid/liquid interfacial area) are
measured in the dynamic sessile drop method. The difference between the
advancing and receding angle is the CA hysteresis. The advancing and receding
angle determined by the dynamic sessile drop method can also be used to
calculate the equilibrium CA [194,195].

The sessile drop method is the most commonly used CA measurement for
biomaterials [196–199] because it is a straightforward approach revealing
surface energetics of the samples. Typically, pure water serves as the test liquid.
For instance, Yamanlar et al. [196] described a simple approach to functionalize
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photo-cross-linked HA hydrogels by deposition of poly(L-lysine) (PLL) and
HA multilayer films layer by layer (LBL). After each layer deposition, they
measured the water CA on the substrate using the static sessile drop method and
the results directly indicate that HA reduce the CA, whereas PLL layer
increases the CA on the HA hydrogel surface in an alternating manner. Alauzun
et al. [197] covalently linked hyaluronic acid (HA) to biomedical PDMS
elastomer surfaces using a series of steps to achieve better biocompatibility and
used the dynamic sessile drop method to characterize the hydrophilicity. The
results reveal that both the advancing water CA and receding water CA are
reduced after each step of chemical modification.

Besides the surface chemistry, the surface roughness is also crucial to the
CA in the sessile drop method [200]. When the liquid and rough substrate are in
a wetted contact (liquid completely fills the grooves of the rough surface where
they contact), the Wenzel’s theory provides correlation between the surface
roughness and the apparent CA of liquid droplet with the following
relationship:

cos qw ¼ r cos q;

where qw is the apparent CA in the Wenzel mode, q is the true CA, and r is the
surface roughness factor. As the roughness factor (r) is always above 1, if the
CA of a liquid on a smooth surface is less than 90�, the apparent angle on
a rough surface will be smaller, whereas for a true CA> 90�, the CA on a rough
surface will be larger. In other words, in the Wenzel mode, there is an amplified
effect of surface roughness to the CA (for q< 90�, qw< q; for q> 90�, qw> q).
Another theory, Cassie’s theory, is applicable when the liquid and rough
substrate are in non-wetted contact (vapour pockets are assumed to be trapped
underneath the liquid). In the Cassie mode, the apparent CA is always larger
than the true CA, no matter whether the true CA is above 90� or not.

FIGURE 4.34 Illustration of the

sessile drop method by a solid

substrate with good wettability (a)

or poor wettability (b). qCA is the

liquid contact angle, and gSL, gSG,

and gLG represent the solid/liquid,

solid/gas, and liquid/gas interfaces,

respectively.
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For solid biomaterials with surface micro-/nano-structures, the sessile drop
method can be used to characterize the hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity when
the surface roughness is taken into consideration [98,201–203]. Ma et al. [201]
prepared polyethylene terephthalate (PET) nanofibers by electrospinning and
modified the surface with polymerization of methacrylic acid (PMMA) grafting
followed by gelatin grafting to achieve better surface biocompatibility. Both the
static and dynamic sessile drop methods were employed to characterize the
wettability of PET nanofibers before and after surface modification. The PET
films before and after PMMA and gelatin grafting were also analyzed and
compared to PET nanofibers. As shown in Table 4.1, the PET nanofibers are
totally different from the PET films based on the water CAs. The original PET
nanofibers have the much higher advancing and static water CAs than the
original PET film, whereas the receding angle is much smaller. Both PMMA
and gelatin modification enhance the hydrophilicity of the PET surface. The
decrease in the water CA is much more significant on the PET nanofibers due to
its surface structure. According to the theories described above, the water CA
on the original PET nanofibers is in the Cassie’s mode (air is trapped in the
pores and the CA appearance is larger than the true CA). With regard to the
PET nanofibers after PMMA and gelatin grafting, the apparent water CA is
changed to the Wenzel’s mode (true CA is <90� and apparent CA is even
smaller as water is sucked into the nanofibers).

By using this method, the surface energy of the solid biomaterials can be
calculated when the surface energy of the test liquid is known and the liquid-
sample CAs are measured. Generally, the use of different test liquids is required
to calculate the surface energy. The surface energy has the unit of Joules per
area, which is equivalent to that in the case of liquids that surface tension is

TABLE 4.1 Water Contact Angles of the Original and Surface-modified

PET Films and PET nanofibers

Sample Advancing (deg) Receding (deg) Static (deg)

Original PET films 97 � 3 53 � 4 80 � 2

PMAA-grafted PET films 74 � 2 19 � 1 53 � 2

Gelatin-grafted PET films 71 � 3 17 � 2 50 � 3

Original PET nanofibers 144 � 3 15 � 2 128 � 3

PMAA-grafted PET
nanofibers

e e 0

Gelatin-grafted PET
nanofibers

e e 0

Reprinted with permission from [201]. Copyright (2005) Elsevier.
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measured in Newton per metre. It is known that surface energy can be sub-
divided according to the various interactions such as interactions due to
dispersive (van der Waals) force, hydrogen bonding, polar interactions, acid/
base interactions, and so on. Generally, dispersive interactions and polar
interactions are the major contributions to the overall surface energy. In this
case, the overall surface energy can be described as:

sS ¼ sDS þ sPS and sL ¼ sDL þ sPL;

where sS is the total surface energy of the solid, s
D
S and sPS are, respectively, the

dispersive and polar components of the solid surface energy, sL is the total
surface tension/energy of the liquid, and sDL and sPL are, respectively, the
dispersive and polar components of the liquid surface energy. Many theories have
been employed to determine the surface energy from CAs and they differ in
derivation, convention, and number of parameters. The common theories used
such as the Owens/Wendt theory [204–207] and the Fowkes theory [208] divide
the surface energy into two components: surface energy due to dispersive
interactions and surface energy due to polar interactions. The Fowkes theory’s
principle equation is mathematically equivalent to that of Owens/Wendt:

sLð1þ cos qÞ ¼ 2ðsDS Þ1=2ðsDL Þ1=2 þ 2ðsPSÞ1=2ðsPLÞ1=2:

Thus, by utilizing two test liquids with known surface energies (sDL and sPL)
to measure the CAs on a solid sample, the surface energy of the sample (sDS and
sPS) can be calculated.

The sessile drop method has advantages and disadvantages. Aside from
the straightforward nature, another advantage of the sessile drop method is
that with a large-enough solid surface, multiple droplets can be deposited in
various locations on the sample to determine the surface heterogeneity.
However, when the sample is only large enough for one droplet, the deter-
mination of sample’s heterogeneity will be difficult. The CA measurement by
the sessile drop method is impractical if the sample is even smaller (not large
enough for only one droplet). In addition, this measurement is hampered by
the inherent subjectivity as the placement of the lines is determined either
by the user looking at the picture or by the image analysis software’s defi-
nition of the lines.

4.13.2.1. Captive Bubble Method

The captive bubble method measures the wettability of samples in a liquid
(probably in water). In this method, an air bubble is placed in contact with the
sample immersed in a solution. After the contact, the drop profile of the air
bubble is imaged using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera and the CA is
calculated from the image. As shown in Fig. 4.35, the interface between the solid
sample and droplet is the solid/gas interface. As the CA (liquid, qCA) is defined as
the angle formed between the solid/liquid interface and the liquid/gas interface,
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the location of qCA is different from that in the sessile drop method (comparing
Fig. 4.35with Fig. 4.34). The captive bubblemethod can also be performed in the
dynamic mode by using a syringe plunger to increase or decrease the air bubble
volume and both the advancing and receding angles can be measured as a result.

Although it is not as popular as sessile drop method, the captive bubble
method is useful to the biomaterials with hydrated surfaces [209–212]. For
instance, it is good for the investigation of biomedical hydrogels since the
materials are immersed in a liquid throughout the process and, therefore, does
not undergo dehydration. It has also been pointed out [209,210] that for
hydrated surfaces, the water CA measured by the captive bubble method does
not agree with that measured by the sessile drop method, probably due to
sample dehydration when the sample is exposed in air.

In conclusion, the CAmeasurement is a useful analytical tool for biomaterials
not only revealing the surface energetics but also relating to the surface structure.
Comparison of CA measurements on the control and surface-modified bioma-
terials is usually adopted to confirm successful alteration of the sample surface.
Aside from the three types mentioned above, there are other types of CA
measurements such as the capillary penetration method but owing to space
limitation, they are not described here.

4.14. ELLIPSOMETRY

Ellipsometry is a specular optical technique, which provides unequalled capa-
bilities for thin film metrology. In this technique, electromagnetic radiation is
emitted by a light source and linearly polarized by a polarizer, passes through an

FIGURE 4.35 Illustration of the captive bubble method by a solid substrate with good wetta-

bility. qCA is the liquid contact angle, and gSL, gSG, and gLG represent the solid/liquid, solid/gas,

and liquid/gas interfaces, respectively.
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optional compensator (retarder, quarter wave plate), and irradiates the sample.
After reflection, the radiation passes a compensator (optional) and a second
polarizer (analyzer) and is detected. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.36, the
incident and reflected beams span the plane of incidence. The polarization state
of the light incident upon the sample may be decomposed into the s and p
components (the s component oscillates perpendicular to the plane of incidence
and parallel to the sample surface and the p component oscillates parallel to the
plane of incidence). The amplitudes of the s and p components, after reflection
and normalized to their initial value, are denoted by rs and rp, and are used to
calculate the complex reflectance ratio (r) by the following equation:

r ¼ rp=rs ¼ tan ðJÞeiD

where tan(J) is the amplitude ratio upon reflection, and D is the phase shift
(difference). By performing a suitable model analysis on the data, J and D,
which match the experimental data best, are calculated and provide the optical
constants and thickness of the sample.

Based on the analysis of the change of polarization of light reflected off
a sample, ellipsometry can yield information about layers that are thinner than
the wavelength of the probing light itself, even down to a single atomic layer.
As an optical technique, the non-destructive and contactless characteristics of
ellipsometry are desirable for soft layers on biomaterials. Furthermore, since
ellipsometry measures the intensity ratio instead of pure intensity, it is less

FIGURE 4.36 Schematic diagram of ellipsometry.
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affected by intensity instability of the light source or atmospheric absorption,
and no reference measurement is necessary thus yielding very good accuracy.

Ellipsometry has many applications in many different fields such as semi-
conductor physics, microelectronics, biomaterials, and so on. In the biomaterials
field, ellipsometry is commonly used to characterize the thickness of bio-
functional layers on the substrates ranging from a few Angstroms to several
micrometres for layers which are optically homogeneous and isotropic and
when a significant refractive index discontinuity exists at the interface. Both
monochromatic ellipsometry [213,214] and spectroscopic ellipsometry [215–
217] are utilized to determine the thickness of the layers. For instance, Toworfe
et al. [213] used monochromatic ellipsometry with a HeNe laser source
(632.8 nm) to characterize the thickness and homogeneity of calcium phosphate
coated on various surface functionalized oxidized silicon substrates. Pei et al.
[217] fabricated surface density gradients of PEG on titanium dioxide surfaces
by a controlled dipping process and variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry
was employed to determine the thickness of the gradient polymer coverage.

Besides conventional characterization of film thickness, ellipsometry can be
employed in situ (referred to as in situ ellipsometry) in dynamic measurements
[218–220]. Santonicola et al. [219] grafted polymeric brushes of poly
(methacrylic acid) on silicon substrates and then made use of in situ ellips-
ometry to quantify the pH-induced swelling and collapse of the grafted polymer
layers in the liquid environment. Blacklock et al. [220] produced the assembly
of LBL films on a flexible stainless steel substrate by using plasmid DNA and
reducible hyperbranched poly(amido amine) (RHB) polycation. In situ ellips-
ometry was performed subsequently to confirm the disassembly of the
films under reducing conditions. As shown in Fig. 4.37, the thickness of the

FIGURE 4.37 Film disassembly in reducing conditions. Thickness of (DNA/RHB)15 (solid

circles) and (DNA/PEI)15 (hollow circles) films deposited on the surface of silicon wafer was

determined by in situ ellipsometry in 20 mM DTT solution. Reprinted with permission from

Ref. [220]. Copyright (2009) Elsevier.
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FIGURE 4.38 Ellipsometric characterization of thickness, uniformity, and patterns of supported DMPC membranes. (a) Spatially resolved map of ellipsometric

phase shift, D, for a micropatterned DMPC bilayer on SiO2/Si substrate and (b) corresponding thickness map derived using a refractive index of 1.44. Reprinted

with permission from Ref. [224]. Copyright (2007) Elsevier.
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DNA/RHB films decreases exponentially over a period of 12 h when the control
DNA/poly(ethylenimine) (DNA/PEI) films show only about 10 nm decrease in
the thickness throughout the same period of time.

Ellipsometry can even be extended to imaging ellipsometry by using
a monochromatic laser as light source and a CCD camera as the detector. Good
contrast among images can be achieved [221–224]. Sapuri-Butti et al. [222]
used imaging ellipsometry to characterize the spatially patterned phospholipid
bilayers on PDMS substrates with their thickness images. Howland et al. [224]
fabricated a micropatterned 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DMPC) bilayer on a silicon substrate and then characterized the surface
coverage by imaging ellipsometry. As shown in Fig. 4.38, both the phase shift
(D) and thickness maps indicate the checked pattern of DMPC bilayer.

4.15. CONCLUSIONS

The surface properties can impact critically the success or failure of bioma-
terials. Consequently, the appropriate surface analytical techniques are crucial
to the revelation of important surface properties such as chemistry, topography,
hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity, and so on. Generally, a combination of surface
characterization methods is recommended to address a problem from different
perspectives and to provide more comprehensive information about the
biomaterials surface. By taking advantage of these techniques, the in vitro and
in vivo performances of biomaterials can be assessed reliably. In this chapter,
we only describe the common surface analytical techniques due to the length
limitation and readers are urged to check other references. For instance,
colorimetric methods can be utilized to determine the functional groups and
immobilized proteins on biomaterials by using specific reagents (coomassie
brilliant blue [225], ninhydrin [226], etc.) or kits (bicinchoninic acid kit [227],
etc.). Conventional bulk analytical techniques such as X-ray diffraction can
also be adopted to determine the crystal structure of biomaterials surface by
resorting to a grazing configuration.
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